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TRITIUM HOtriTORIHG ; PRBSRHT STATUS

By

M.RATHNARARAN AND A.N.SINGH

Environnental Assessment Division

Bhabha Atonic Research Centre

Trombay, Bonbay 400085

1. IHTRODUCTIOH

Tritium, the radioactive isotope of hydrogen is usually

released fron nuclear reactors and nuclear fuel reprocessing

plants. Wherever a large quantity of tritium is handled, such as

nuclear laboratories and luminescence paint industry, there could

be considerable leakage of tritium. In heavy water moderated and

cooled reactors tritiun release in reactor environment

constitutes the major radiation hazard and the hazard due to

tritium in such reactors is nearly equal to hazard due to all

other radionuclides together. During thermonuclear test it is

released to environment in large quantities. It mainly occurs

either in elemental form, or in oxide < water vapour ) form.

Being the isotope of hydrogen, it is readily absorbed in the

biological system and is thus a radionuclide of concern. This has

necessitated the monitoring of tritium in the environment of

nuclear industries and laboratories where large quantity of

tritium is handled.

Tritium monitoring has been reviewed by Robert J.Budnitz

(1974), K.E.Shank & C.E Easterly (1976), NCRP Report Ho.47, and

several others. D.G.Jacobs (1968) and A.A.Moghissi * M.W.Carter

(1973) had reviewed monitoring of tritium as well as other

aspects.



Tritiun emits beta particles of 18 Rev maxinun energy and

5.7 Rev average energy. Its very low beta energy is mainly

responsible for presenting difficulties in its detection and

measurement. Its maximum range in air and water is 4.3 mm and

0.005 mm respectively. For detection of tritium, the sample nu3t

be mixed with the detecting medium in the case of ionlzation

chamber or proportional counter for gas fore of tritium and

liquid scintillator for liquid form of tritium. For solid

samples, it could be either converted into suitable liquid or gas

and counted by liquid scintillator or gas counting respectively.

With solid scintillators, the sample must be brought in contact

with the detecting surfaces. Sensitivity increases with increase

in the surface area upto a certain limit. The sensitivity of

measurement is greatly affected if interfering ganma background

fields are present. Presence of interfering gaseous radionuclides

like noble gases in the reactor environment further reduces the

sensitivity of measurement of tritium in air in continuous on-

line monitoring. This problem is eliminated in the spot sample

measurement where the samples are counted after separation of

contaminants. Thus, the methods employed for the measurement of

tritium depend on the nature of the environment, concentration

levels and accuracies needed for the analysis. Tritium monitoring

can be generally categorized into (i) continuous monitoring at

Nuclear installations (ii) spot sample measurement at Nuclear

installations and (iii) environmental sample measurement of near

background activity.

Continuous monitoring is needed as a control monitoring

system in Nuclear reactors where there could be sudden and

unexpected large release of tritium. Requirement in such
»

conditions are that the monitor should function on a real time

basis with high reliability in spite of high susceptibility to

interference and low sensitivity. It should give a prompt warning

whenever release above a certain level takes place.
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Spot sample measurement on the other hand has slow

response, but has high immunity against interfering radiation and

high sensitivity and accuracy. This provides assessment of

tritium levels at selected locations. Integrated sample

collection by bubbler, cold strip and adsorption in a dessicant

are generally carried out and ne&sured by liquid scintillator

system or internal gas proportional counter after proper

treatment.

The measurement of tritium levels in environmental samples

needs elaborate, rigorous and time consuming procedures. Since in

most cases, the activity level to be measured will be extremely

low, it would require enrichment of tritium as well as conversion

into suitable form before counting by liquid scintillator or

proportional counter.

This report gives a brief review of the various monitoring

procedures of tritium in air and water with particular emphasis

to real tine monitoring aspects of tritium in reactor

environment. The report also includes procedures adopted for the

measurement of tritium from contaminated surfaces as well as

materials and for the measurement of tritium in soil and

biological sanples.

2. HOHITORIHG OF TRITJUH TH WATKR

In heavy water reactors, tritium is produced mainly by

neutron capture by deuterium and the concentration of tritium

activity in heavy water is quite high. Hence the measurement of

tritium activity levels in process water, is the most sensitive

method for finding out the heavy water leakage into process

water. This is done by continuous monitoring or by spot sample

analysis of process water. Continuous monitoring and spot sample

analyses are discussed below.



2.1. Continuous Monitoring:

Thin plastic scintillator sheets, anthracene granules and

liquid scintillators have been used as detectors for tritiun in

water. Maramatsu (1967) used plastic scintillator sheet coupled

to a prismatic light guide, sample water being flown along with

the scintillator surface. The material yielded rather poor

sensitivity of 10 cps for the passage of 1 uCi/cm3 of sanple

water. Gibson. (1966) had used small anthracene crystal packed

flow cell and Hoghissi et al. (1969) had used anthracene coated

lucite rods, 100 numbers fitted inside a flow cell and a

sensitivity of around 1 nCi/cm3 of water was achieved. But

sensitivity of these detectors was liable to get reduced in

course of tine due to surface oxidation and accumulation of dirt

and sample flow also could get choked up.

Prevo (1853) had developed a flow cell made of 37 thin

(0.013 cm thick) plastic scintillator sheets fitted inside a

perspex flow cell and sensitivity of 2 nCi/cn3 of water was

obtained. Similar detector was also developed by Osborn (1970,

1971). 60 thin scintillator sheets in a 5 en x 5 en x 5 cm

perspex flow ceil constituted a surface area of 3000 cm2 and it

gave a sensitivity of 1 nCi/cm3 of water.

At BARC plastic scintillator has been used as powder,

chips and films for continuous nonitoring of tritiun activity in

water [ A.N.Singh and M.G.Kadwani (1974), A.N.Singh et al.(1978),

A.N.Singh(1980), M.Rathnakaran (1981), A.N.Singh, K.G.Vohra &

M.Rathnakaran (1985)]. With plastic scintillator powder filled

flow cell and single photonultiplier systen, a sensitivity of 10

nCi/ca3 was obtained. But the detector got choked very often.

With plastic scintillator chips filled flow cell, the sensitivity

was 15 nCi/cm3 but there was no choking of sanple flow. Later,

ttun plastic scintillator filns of 5 ua thickness and around 500

n2 area were developed. These films were filled in the flow

cell shown in Fig 1. Eight suoh filns could give a surface area

4



of around 4000 en2. Once packed, it behaves like a sponge and it

is very porous and allows smooth flow of the sample. Detector

choking problem does'nt arise when the films are not tightly

packed. The opposite faces of the flow cell are transparent and

the scintillation is viewed by two photomultipliers on either

side of the flow cell opposite to each other and the measurement

is done in coincidence mode. Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of

electronics. With this system a sensitivity less than 0.5 nCi/cm3

is achievable. Since extremely thin films, 5 urn thick, are used,

the quantity of the scintillator is also very snail (around 1

gm). This has resulted in reduced gamma response and the cost of

the material is also less. One such system, with sequential

sampling of 18 different lines one after the other•autometically,

has been installed at RAPP, a heavy water power reactor in India,

for finding out heavy water leakage into the process water.

When used for process water tritium activity monitoring,

due to very minute dirt in the water, the detector sensitivity

used to fall because of reduction in transparency of the

detector. In addition the process water is normally treated with

chlorine to arrest the growth of algae. This caused

chemiluminescence and interfered in the measurement. To overcome

these problems, sample conditioner consisting of charcoal column,

mixed column of anion and cation exchange resins and filter paper

was used. The sample water is passed through the sample

conditioner before passing through the detector. This has

necessitated regular replacement of sample conditioner after each

week of continuous operation. A sample conditioner employing

distillation technique can solve this problem. A distillation

based process water tritium monitor is being tested at BARC. With

this it is possible to improve the life of the detector without

the need of using the filter system.

F.J.Weesner & G.J McManes (1988) had converted aqueous

process stream to HTO vapour by passing air stream, counter

currently against process sample. Later Nafion perneaticr. dryer



aysten is used for discriminating gaseous interfering components

such as C-14 and Kr-85. The HTO vapour is then passed through a

gamma compensated ionization chamber and thus the process stream

HTO activity measured. But the system sensitivity is very poor of

the order of 0.5 uci/cm3 of process stream.

2.2. Spot Sample analysis:

Liquid scintillators are used for spot sample measurement

of process water. I.S.Boycee and Cameron (1961) H.F.Kaufman

(1961) and A.A.Moghissi et al. (1969) etc. had used liquid

seintillator system for counting water sample. Dioxene with

naphthalene was used as solvent. Later P.H.Willium (1969) and

R.Lieberman et al. (1970) etc. found that Tolune-Triton x 100 is

better solvent for measurement of water sample. A sensitivity of

10 pCi/cc is achieved with this system.

Liquid scintillator is also used for urine sampling.

R.V. Osborn (1967) had developed an automatic urine analyzer

where urine is directly mixed with the liquid scintillator. The

problem faced with such urine analyzer is the possible colour and

chemical quenching. But this system gives a rapid measurement

where an error of 20 X could be tolerable. A more accurate

measurement is possible in the laboratory by distillation and a

sensitivity of 10 pCi/cm3 or even less is possible.

Gogate et al. (1984) and Sadarangani (1991) had described

the use of liquid scintillator for measurement of tritium

activity in the environmental water samples. The sample is

initially enriched by three stage alkaline electrolysis and an

enrichment factor of 50 was obtained. After distillation 5 ml of

the sample is counted with 10 ml of instagel and could achieve a

detection limit of 5 T.U. in 100 minutes counting. Electrolysis

ui' water sample brings about volume reduction which is

proportional to the enrichment factor. Mair et al. (1990) had

described an electrolysis system with an enrichment factor of 35.



The liquid scintillator syaten gives an efficiency of 17 X when

the background count rate is 2.5 counts /minute.

Internal gas proportional counter had also been used for

nonitoring tritium activity in water [James W.Mullins (1972)].

For the very low active environnental water, the sample is

initially enriched by electrolysis. Acid electrolysis could bring

an enrichment factor of 5 while Alkaline electrolysis could

bring an enrichment factor of 50. After the enrichment, the

sample is converted into suitable gas such as hydrogen, methane,

propane or acetylene. These can be counted in proportional

counter at pressure ranging less than an atmosphere to as high an

5 atmospheres. These counters give counting efficiency of 80 X

and it is more sensitive than the liquid scintillator and could

obtain a sensitivity of 0.6 pCi (100 T.U.) with 2 cm3 sample

volume. With enrichment, a sensitivity up to 2 T.U. can be

obtained.

3. HOHTTORIHG OF TRITIPH IB THE AIR

Small amount of heavy water leakages in air from

Pressurized Heavy Hater Reactor system causes tritium release to

the reactor ei ironment in the form of water vapour. In the fuel

reprocessing plants the release remains mainly in. the elemental

form. In the nuclear laboratories and self luminescent paint

industry, the release could be in the water vapour form,

elemental form or particulate form depending on the usage. In the

future thermonuclear reactors, the leakage will be in the

elemental form. Thus it requires a monitoring system which could

measure tritium in water vapour form, elemental form and

particulate form. Measurement based on continuous monitoring and

spot sample analysis of each type of sample is discussed below.



3.1. Tritiua In The Fora Of Water Vapour

3.1.1. Continuous Monitoring:

3.1.1.1. Ionization Chamber:

- Flow-through type ionizKtion chambers are widely used for

continuous monitoring of tritiun in air [ Kanne (1944), Morris

(1967),J.R.Hoy (1961) etc.]. For ionization chambers the

limitation for sensitivity is due to the sensitivity of

electrometer amplifier and the volume of the chamber. One litre

ionization chamber with 1 DAC or 20 uCi/metre3 (8 x 10s

Bq/metre3 ) of activity would produce a current of only 2 x 10"1*

Amp. Earlier type of electrometer anplifiers were not very

sensitive. The sensitivity with Kanne's bigger ionization chamber

was only 10 uCi/metre3. These chambers consisted of 51.3 litres

and 18.5 litres volume. Though particulate activity interference

could be stopped by filter papers, background gant radiation and

other radioactive noble gases continued to interfere in tritium

measurement. Remote system of sampling could reduce the effect

due to gamma background. Various designs of gamma compensated

ionization chambers were also developed in the later period.

For gamma compensation, two ionization chambers were used, one

flow through chamber measured tritium and gamma radiation while

the other sealed chamber of equal volume measured only gamma

radiation. The current measured in subtraction mode gives the

tritium activity concentration in the air. Cowper (1960) had used

two semi cylindrical chambers for compensation. Two identical

rectangular ionization chambers kept close by were used by

J.D.Anthony (1959). Osborn (1967) had used coaxial ionization

chambers of 40 litres volume each for area monitoring. A gamma

compensation upto 98 X alongwith a tritium sensitivity of

1 uCi/metrea is reported in this work. Osborn (1973) also

developed a portable tritium monitor using coaxial ionization

chamber of 1.33 litres and could obtain a sensitivity of 5

uCi/metre3. Kadwani et al. (1976) had used two identical

8



cylindrical ionization chambers, one for gamma compensation and

the other for tritium. With one litre chambers, the sensitivity

obtained was 10 uCi/metre3 and gamma compensation was 95 X.

Rathnakaran & Singh (1982) had used two similar cylindrical

chambers along with varactor diode bridge input based

electrometer anplifier. With this device, current measuring

sensitivity of the ionization chamber improved to 2 x 10-1B A

( 2 uCi/ metre3) with only 1 litre chambers.

Though the gamma compensation type of ionization chambers

could provide a compensation of over 95 X, in high gamma

radiation fields, the unconpensated part could affect the

sensitivity of measurement. Ionization chamber system could be

used for quick measurement but it could not be selective for

tritium in presence of other interfering radiations.

In some portable monitors, the sample air is passed

through one ionization chamber and then through a moisture trap

like silica jel or molecular sieve where the moisture is trapped.

The air which is free from HTO is then passed through the second

ionization chamber and the difference in current of the two

ionization chambers gives the activity of tritium in HTO form.

W,R.Bush (1972), Rathnakaran & Singh <1982) etc. had used similar

system and it could measure an activity of 2 uCi/metre3. Fig No.3

shows the block diagram of the system for the mixture containing

HTO and other interfering gases. Additional improvement was

obtained by using the two chambers in parallel mode. The sample

air, at identical flow rates, was passed through both the

chambers with a silica gel column in series with one of the

chambers. The difference of the two chamber currents was a

measure of the tritium activity.

Some of the gases are relatively more permeable through

certain materials. For polymers like Dimethyl silicone, Formvar

and Nafion etc. the permeability for water vapour is much higher

than elemental hydrogen and noble gases. This characteristic has

9



been used for separating HTO fron radioactive noble gases and

elemental tritium. The membrane systen has been used by various

workers. R.G.C.McElroy et al. (1982), Noguchi (1986),E.C.Davey

(1988), R.A.Jalbert (1985), K.Y.Wong (1985) etc. had used

semiperneable membrane along with ganna conpensated ionization

chambers. This type of membrane allows preferential permeation

for HTO and it can discriminate against various other gases to

the extent of 50 - 1000 times.

The basic mechanism of permeation can be explained by Fig

No.4 [ Howel (1975) ]. The sample gas containing various species

flowing at higher partial pressure and clean carrier gas at a

lower partial pressure are separated by a semipermeable membrane.

Various species of the sample gas will permeate into the carrier

gas which is at lower pressure, according to the permeability of

each species. Since the permeation rate of HTO is much higher

compared to interfering gas, HTO will permeate to a larger

concentration into the carrier gas flow, through the membrane and

thus other interfering components are discrininated. The ratio of

permeation rate for HT and Xe with respect to HTO are 10* and 10°

respectively [ McElroy et al.(1980) ].

3.1.1.2. Proportional Counter:

Proportional counter is also used for counting tritium in

air. Driver (1956), Merrit (1958) etc. had diluted the air to

about 17 % by P-10 gas and mixed well before entering the

counter. Sensitivity was around 20 uCi/metre3. Later, central

proportional counter surrounded by anti coincidence guard ring of

G.M.counters, separated by double gridded wall for providing with

field free volume, were developed [R.Ehret(1967), R.Nydal(1975)].

Fig No.5 shows the schematic of proportional counter along with

G.M.ring counters. The same gas flows through the central tritium

counter as well as ring counters. Since these counters are kept

in anti coincidence with the tritium counter, gamma radiation and

higher energy betas are discriminated and only tritium

10



originating in the central counter ia measured. With extensive

shielding and anti coincidence guard rings, this type of system

could achieve a sensitivity of 10-* uCi to 10~a uCi/netrea In

presence of interfering radiation. Howel (1975) and S.Block

(1971) etc. had used seniperneable nenbrane along with

proportional counter for measuring HTO in presence of elenental

tritium and other interfering radioactive noble gases and a

oensitivity of 5 uCi/netre3 was obtained.

Fig No.6 shows schenatic of the proportional counter/

seniperneable nenbrane system for nonitoring of <1> gaseous

activity (2) HTO neasurement with high sensitivity and quick

response but with a snail reduction of interfering activity (3)

HTO with low sensitivity but an accurate measurement with very

high discrimination of other radioactive gases and (4) external

radiation. [ Howel,1975].

3.1.1.3. Liquid Scintillator:

Liquid scintillators are also used for measuring tritium

in water vapour form. For liquid scintillation counting the

sanple should be converted into liquid fore. This is done either

by condensation of water vapour or bubbling the air through

water.(Air/Hater tritium exchange). Gibson (1966) and A.N.Singh

(1974) had condensed the water vapour by refrigeration where air

is continuously passed through a copper coil immersed in chilli

water or is cooled by a refrigeration system. Condensed water i&

continuously passed through the detector and measurement is done

on real tine basis. Janes Mullins (1972) had usod an alternative

heating and freeze out coil for collecting water vapour in the

air. Osborn (1971,1972) had developed an air/ water exchange

system which gives a conversion efficiency of 90 - 98 X. Fig No.7

shows the schematic of the system. The activity concentration in

water, a, for 100 X conversion efficiency could be given by

11



8 = <F/f) C uCi/cm'

where F is the air flow rate in en3 /nin

f the pater flow rate in cm3 /min

and C the activity concentration in uCi/cma of air

However conversion efficiency is never 100 X. It depends

on the contact tine between the air and water and how the

air/water mixing takes place. In the system explained by Osborn,

air and water are continuously flowing with a flow rate of 4

litre/nin and 4 nl/nin respectively and tritiun activity in water

vapour form is transferred to water. The air / water exchange

system developed by A.N.Singh and M.Rathnakaran'(1987) works with

higher flow rate of 100 litre/min and 60 ml /nin for air and

water respectively. Fig Ho.8 shows the schematic of the system.

Though the tritium exchange efficiency for air to water is only

78 X, the system is very convenient wherever fast response is

preferred and suitable for remote and continuous monitoring of

tritium activity level in inaccessible areas.

For continuous monitoring based on liquid scintillator,

the water and liquid scintillator is continuously mixed either by

magnetic stirrer developed by Ting et al. (1971) or by air

agitation method described by Osborn (1972). The sensitivity

achieved with the direct condensation system is around 10~3

uCi/metre3 whereas the bubbler system described by Osborn

provides a sensitivity of 10"1 uCi/metre3. The liquid

scintillator system could give high sensitivity and it gives very

high discrimination against interfering radioactive noble gases.

It is, however, not convenient for routine continuous monitoring.

3.1.1.4. Solid Scintillators:

The solid scintillators like CaF2 (Eu), Anthracene ana

Elastic scintillators are also studied for tritium in air

monitoring. CaFa (Eu) is used for direct flow of air along the

surface of the scintillator [ C.T.Prevo (1965) , C.Colaenares

12



(1974)]. The sensitivity is very poor, 160 uCi/metre^ and 48

uCi/ metre3 respectively, because of low surface area. Recently

Marion M.Chiles (1987) had reported a system based on CaFa (Eu)

scintillator for measurement of tritium in air. The scintillator

is deposited on the surface of 2 nm thick pyrex glass plate, with

the scintillator coating thickness being around 1000 ugm/cm2. A

number of such plates placed parallel to each other are mounted

vertically on a perspex light guide as shown in the Fig Ho.9. The

sample air passes through the spacing between the parallel plates

and the scintillation is viewed by coincidence photonultiplier

system. He is optimistic that with a total surface area of 2

metre2, it could be possible to detect an activity level as low (is

10"1 uCi/metre3. But we feel that a surface area as large as 2 n'

with interspacing of 6 mm, would require very large volume

(around 6 litres). It would be extremely difficult to moke »

detector of this large size. In addition, the increase in surf-'

area above a certain limit is going to decrease the sensitivity

of detection instead of increasing it. In case of anthracene, t'v>

water vapour is converted into water and it is passed through

large number of small anthracene crystal packed flow cell. Gib'-v

(1966) obtained a sensitivity of 0.4uci/metrea. Hoghissi et al

(1969) had described a flow cell fitted with anthracene coated

lucite rods inside and obtained a comparable sensitivity.

Plastic scintillator is being used widely for continuous

monitoring of tritium in air. It is used as powder, chips,films

and thin sheets. Sannes and Baneville (1965) fabricated spiral

air flow cell plastir jcintillator and comparatively good

sensitivity of 3 uCi/metre3 was achieved. But discrimination

against other interfering radiation is poor in the gaseous phase

monitoring. The detector described earlier by Prevo (1969) and

Osborn (1970) were used by converting water vapour into water.

With bubbler system a sensitivity of 1 uCi/metre3 was obtained.

Discrimination against interfering radiation is good. When the

same detector is used for direct air flow, the sensitivity is

around 2 uCi/netre3 with a lesser gamma response. But the
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discrimination against interfering gaseous radlonuclide, is poor.

Falter ft Bauer (1992) had done some work on the plastic

scintillator flow cell type detector, earlier developed by Singh

et al. (1985) at BARC. Flow cell in this case is nade of

stainless steel body and quartz window and filled with plastic

scintillator films. In addition the electronics described uses

faster coincidence.

At BARC we have developed flow cell type tritiun

detectors, packed with plastic scintillator as powder chips and

films [ A.H.Singh & M.O.Radwani (1974), A.H.Singh et al. (1976),

A.N.Singh (1980), M.Rathnakaran (1961), A.N.Singh & M.Rathnakaran

(1987)]. For continuous nonitoring of tritium in air, the water

vapour is continuously condensed by refrigeration or exchanged to

water by air/water exchanger system. The water sample so obtained

is continuously passed through the flow cell detector and

measurement is done on real time basis. As compared to plastic

scintillator chips, plastic scintillator powder is found to be

more sensitive but the powder causes frequent choking of the

detector. There is no such problem with the chips. Films give a

much higher sensitivity than powder. If the filling of the film

is loose, it allows smoother flow of the sample and the cell

rarely gets choked up. In an earlier version of tritium in air

monitor, based on condensation of water vapour, a single

photomultiplier with powder filled flow cell, gave a sensitivity

of 0.2 uCi/metre*. Plastic scintillator film filled flow cell

coupled to a matched pair of photomultipliers in coincidence mode

and condensation system gives a sensitivity of 0.015 uCi/metre3.

Such a system is in operation at CIRUS, a heavy water moderated

research reactor, for monitoring heavy water leakages. The system

using air/water exchanger developed later gives a sensitivity of

only 0.3 uCi/aetre3 but it gives a very fast response. At BARC

plastic scintillator film packed flow cell type detectors are

?lso developed for direct monitoring of tritium in air

[ A.H.Singh & H.Rathnakaran (1989)]. Though these systems are

less sensitive to gamma radiation, gaseous activities do

14
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interfere to son* extent tven with pulse height discrimination.

In the later version, electronic compensation for the residual

interfering radiation is provided, [A.N.Singh & H.Rathnakaran

(1890)]. The sensitivity of the systen in the laboratory is

3 uCi/metre3. With a recently developed detector and

nicroprocessor based compensation, the sensitivity could go down

to 1 uCi/metre3, (Unpublished). In this version of the monitor,

the flow cell volume has been increased from 15 cm3 to 65 cm3 and

the surface area of the film packing increased from 1000 cm2 to

3000 cnz. The detector gives 20 cpm for the passage of 1 uCi/

metre3 tritium in air at a background of 20 cpm. The electronic

system consists of a tritium channel as well as an interference

channel. Over 80 X of the interference is eliminated from the

tritium channel by pulse height discrimination. For the residual

interference, micro processor based background compensation is

provided. A compensation factor, which is actually the fraction

of the interfering channel counts spilling into the tritium

channel, is determined accurately at the place of installation.

This fraction is continuously subtracted from the tritium channel

counts. Suitable software has been developed to furnish the

tritium activity information on LED display as well as a printer.

Tests in presence of 800 uCi/m3 of A-41 activity at CIRUS, a

heavy water research reactor at Trombay have revealed that at

this level of interference the sensitivity of the monitor is of

the order of 20 uCi/m3 of tritium in air. The response time of

the monitor is less than one minute. It could be possible to

improve the sensitivity of measurement by separation of

interference with the use of some permeable membrane. Work is in

progress on these lines and the results are encouraging.

3.1.2. Spot Saaple Analysis:

Liquid scintillators are mainly used for spot sample

measurement. For measuring tritium in water vapour form, the

sample should be converted into liquid form. This is done either

by condensation or bubbling the air through water. Soman (1962)
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had described condensation by "cold finger" method where air in

sucked through c glass column immersed in Dewar flask containing

liquid nitrogen. Water vapour condensed in the glass column is

neasured by liquid scintillator. Iyengar (1965) had described

condensation by "cold strip" method where a copper or aluninum

strip is partially imnersed in a flask containing liquid

nitrogen. The water vapour condenses and freezes over the metal

strip. Dessicants like silica gel or molecular sieves are used

for adsorption of water vapour in the air. These are later

- retrieved by vacuum distillation and measured by liquid

scintillators [ H.G.Ostlund (1974), H.P.Cantelow (1972)].

Sampling by cold finger, cold strip, bubbling of air through

Hater and adsorption of water vapour in dessicants are very

useful for spot sampling of tritiated water vapour. This also

gives very accurate and sensitive measurement and free fron

interference. Sheehan (1975) had transferred the activity in the

air by bubbling through Ethyl glycol bubbler and counted by

liquid scintillator.

3.2 In The Fora Of Elemental Tritiua

3.2.1. Continuous Monitoring:

Simple flow through type ionization chamber also could be

used for measurement of tritium in elemental form but it can not

differentiate between HTO or other gaseous activities.

R.G.C.McElroy et al. (1882) had separated HT from HTO by Nafion

Dryer (permeable membrane) and a continuous measurement of HT and

HTO was separately done by ganna compensated ionization chambers.

The simplified form of Nafion dryer and flow system along with

ionization chamber is shown in Fig No.10. By the first Nafion

membrane, HTO is preferentially transferred from the sample flow

to the detector flow and is passed to tne gamma compensated

ionization chamber for measurement of HTO. Outlet of first dryer

system which is relatively free from HTO is further passed to the
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second dryer where the remaining HTO is renoved and further

enriched HT is passed to the second gamma compensated chamber.

Kafion nembrane systens have been extensively used by various

workers for the measurement of HTO and HT separately [ Noguchi

(1986), Davey.E.C.(1986), R.A.Jalbert (1985) and K.Y.Wong

(1985)]. Jalbert's system is designed for measuring activated

air, HTO and HT separately in a DT fueled fusion reactor. HTO is

initially separated by a Nafion dryer and passed through a ganna

compensated ionization chamber for the neasurenent of HTO. The

remaining air sample containing HT is catalytically oxidized and

separated by another Nafion dryer and measured by a second

chamber. The activation products are measured by a third

ionization chamber. R.A.P.Walker et al. (1986) had described an

on-line monitoring system for measuring samples from 10 remote

points by passing the air through molecular sieve and

alternatively purging the air and passing through the detector.

3.2.2. Spot Sample Analysis:

For spot sample measurement of elemental tritium, Ostlund

(1974) had separated HTO by nolecular sieve and the air

containing elemental tritium is passed through a catalytic

combustion made of a bed of molecular sieve carrying finely

dispersed palladium metal which acts as a combustion trap. The

adsorbed HTO is extracted by baking the trap upto 520° C in

vacuum and collecting in the "cold finger". The sample is counted

by liquid scintillator or after reduction to hydrogen by low

level gas proportional counter. Recently R.A.Sig (1986) had

measured HTO and HT separately using molecular sieve. HTO is

initially adsorbed on 4 A molecular sieve and then HT which is

not adsorbed is catalytically oxidized and adsorbed using a

palladium coated 4 A molecular sieve. Water vapour is removed

separately from both sieves and measured by liquid scintillator.

Wong & KcElroy (1985) had explained the measurement of HTO and HT

separately by using a trap containing bubbler, silica gel or

nolecular sieve between two flow through ionization chambers.
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Sheehan (1975,1980) had separated HTO fron HT by passing

the nixture through an ethylene glycol bubbler where in HTO is

trapped allowing HT to escape. The output of the bubbler is

passed through a palladium catalyst heated to 400° C where HT is

oxidized and trapped into a second ethylene glyc 1 bubbler. The

first bubbler with liquid scintillator gives the activity of HTO

while the second bubbler with liquid scintillator gives the

activity of tritium in the elemental form.

3.3 Tritiun In The Fora Of Particulates

Tritium is being used in large quantity in self

luminescent paint industry, for dial painting in tine devices,

telephone dials, as warning signals in road traffic and as

tritium light sources in some defence equipments. The luminescent

paint is manufactured by using as tritiated polystyrene or some

tritiated organic polymer along with zinc sulfide. These

materials can become airborne during the process of

manufacturing. For measuring tritiated particles present in the

air, it may be collected on special type of filter such as

cellulose filters or filters made from poly fluorinated

hydrocarbons [ Hoghissi (1970)]. Such filters made fron synthetic

materials are soluble along with tritium in the form of tritiated

organic polymer, in aromatic hydrocarbons and can be dissolved

in liquid scintillator and the activity measured. Solid

particulates which are not soluble can also be counted as

suspended particles. Alternatively the sample can be converted

into water by dry oxidation [Peet.E.A.,et al. (I960)].

4. HOHITORING OP TRITTHH OH THK SURFACE

Surface monitoring of tritium has been performed with the

use of 6.H.Counter by Karraker (1953) ,Ionization Chamber by
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D.tf.Colvins (1957), Proportional counter by O.E.Driver (1956) and

S.Block (1971) and Liquid scintillator by H.J.Silver (1969) and

S.W.Porter (1966).

Karraker had used a windowless G.H.Counter, flowing

through it a counting gas containing 98 % heliun and 2X

Isobutane. It gives a detection Unit of 800 dpm (3 x 10-* uCi).

Colvins used ionization chanber kept exposed to the contaninated

surface and measured as an integrated dosineter with a detection

linit of 12000 dpn (5 xlO-3 uCi) on 50 en2 area. Driver (1956)

had developed proportional counter to neasure tritiun surface

contanination. By using P-10 gas for counting, one could obtain a

sensitivity of 10-3 uCi/ probe surface. Block (1971) had reported

a proportional counting systen using P-10 or propane gas and a

thin window proportional counter giving 10X efficiency.

Sensitivity of 2 x 10~3 uCi/probe surface of 100 en2 area was

obtained. Hughs Whitlocks Ltd offers a tritiun surface Monitor

based on thin plastic scintillator and it could neasure a

contamination level of 2 x 10~3 uCi/100 cm8 area of the probe.

Takahiko Aoyana (1985) had discussed about the development of a

surface eontanination monitor based on proportional counting. The

specialty is that it uses dry roon air as counting gas. With a

windowless proportional counter of 28 cna sensitive area, he

could obtain a nininun detection level of 10"* uCi/cn2.

Silver and Chew (1972) reported the use of snear and swip«»

test for detection of the surface contanination. Glyeerol

impregnated paper had been used and counting done by liquid

scintillator. Porter and Slaback (1966) had reported the use of

vinyl filter paper for snear and swipe test.

5. H0HIT08IHG OF TRITIUM TH THK SOTT. AHU RTOI-fKUCAI. SAMPLES

Tritiun in soil and biological saaple remain either

associated with water ( Tissue free water tritiua ) or with
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organic compound ( Tissue bound tritiun ). Aqueous tritiun fron

these samples could be extracted by thermal distillation, vacuun

distillation or freeze drying [ James H.Mullins (1972)]. Korade

et al. (1971), Krishnamoorthy et al. (1974) and Sadarangani

et al. (1990) had described about the extraction of aqueous

tritium fron soil or biological samples by vacuun distillation or

freeze drying (Lyophilization). The sanples could be counted

either by liquid scintillator or by proportional counter.

The organically bound nonaqueous tritiun in the biological

samples could be measured by converting the samples by dry

oxidation [ Krishnamoorthy et al. (1979), feadarangani et al.

(1990)]. The hydrogenous molecules which are completely dry, are

heated over copper oxide catalyst at 500-700° C in an oxygen

stream and the resultarit water is collected in a cold trap. Peet

et al. (I960), Raaratidn (1969) and Peterson et al. (1969) etc.

had developed different types of combustion apparatus. The

samples are counted by liquid scintillator.

6. CONCLUSIONS

He have discussed the nonitoring of tritiun in various

forms using different types of detectors. The table 1 and 2 gives

a comparison of various types of detectors available and the

useful factors needed for selecting the different system of

measurement. For measuring the environmental sanples and

biological sanples, liquid scintillator and proportional counters

are preferred. In both oases the source is well mixed with the

counting media and it gives very high efficiency and sensitivity.

While the liquid scintillation gives an efficiency of around

40 X, the proportional counter can give an efficiency upto 80 X.

The liquid scintillation technique can accommodate large volume

of samples with a lower efficiency of about 20 to 30 X. The

counting with the liquid scintillators may be more costly while

proportional counting is more laborious. On the other hand, where
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large nunber of samples had to be counted, the autonatic liquid

scintillator systens are very convenient. A recounting of the

sanple is also possible with the liquid scintillator.

For monitoring tritium in reactor environment, ionization

chambers and plastic scintillation counters are widely used. For

monitoring of tritium in the effluent water, plastic scintillator

flow cells are commonly used. Plastic sointillator flow cell made

at BARC by us using very thin plastic scintillator films gives

better sensitivity than other flow cells available any where.

Whereas Osborn's flow cell gives a sensitivity of 400 cps/

uCi/cm3 our flow cell system gives 1000 cps/ uCi/ en3 of

tritiated water. Since the quantity of scintillator used is very

little, the gamma response is also very low compared to other

detectors and the cost of the material used for filling the flow

cell is also much less.

The problem with flow cell type of detectors is that even

after a very good filtering of water sample, with charcoal, mixed

resin column and filter paper, the detector could be used only

upto 6 months after which the detector fillings had to be

changed. All these filters need to be changed very regularly

(one week time), so that the detectors could work for 6 months

without much reduction in sensitivity. With distilled water, the

detector works for a very long time without any reduction in

sensitivity.

For monitoring of tritium in air, ionization chamber is a

fast and simple instrument but in reactors like Cirus or RAPS

where, other interfeiing radiation like activation product argon-

41 and fission product activities are present, measurement can

not be specific. Ionization produced by these interfering

radionuclides is also very high, compared to (equivalent)

activity of tritium. Even then gamma compensated ionization

chamber type tritium monitor is being used at Candu type

reactors. Where speedy measurements are required but accuracy and
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specificity are not major criteria, this type of system could bs

used. Recently ionization chambers compensated against

interfering gases using sone type of moisture trap is also being

used. This gives more accurate measurement but it is mainly used

for spot measurement for short period especially when some

maintenance works are going on.

The flow cell developed by us which measured the sample in

liquid phase, could also be used for monitoring tritiun in air,

with air / water exchanger. For continuous monitoring, this

system is very fast and it could measure an activity of 0.3

uCi/metre9 of air. If higher sensitivity is preferred the same

detector could be used with continuous air condensation where the

limit of detection can go down to 0.015 uCi/ metre3 of air.

These systems give a very high discrimination against interfering

radiation. Air monitoring using the flow of air directly through

the plastic flow cell is in the exploratory stage but it can

certainly be used where interfering radiations are less. For

surface monitoring, proportional type or plastic scintillator

type could be used.

Recent work on tritium monitoring is to measure HTO in

presence of HT or to measure both separately in the proposed

future thermonuclear reactors. Some type of permeable membrane or

molecular sieve is used to separate them and is measured either

by ionization chamber or proportional counter.
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Table-1. Measurement of Tritium in Liquid

Method of measurement Time for sample Real time Immunity Minimum detectable References
collection and monitoring against concentration
measurement possible interference

Enrichment,internal gas days
proportional counter.

Enrichment,liquid
scintillation counter.

Conversion to gas,
proportional counter

Liquid scintillation
counter

Liquid scintillator
flow cell

Plastic scintillator
flow cell

Anthracene flow cell

Air/Water exchanger,
membrane seperator and
ionization chamber.

days

days

hrs

min

min

min

min

min

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

yes

yes

Good

Good

Good

Good

No

No

2-12 fci/cm3 19,41.

10 -100 fci/cm3 14,19.

0.2 -2 pci/cm3

0.2 -2 nci/cm>

No 1 nci/cm3

Fairly good 500 nci/cm3

19,41.

0.5 -10 pci/cm3 14,29,41.

30 -300 pci/cm3 46.

47,57,58,
72,73.

13,35.

81.
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Table-2. Measurement of Tritium in Air

Method of Measurement Time for sample Real time Immunity Minimum detectable References
collection and monitoring against concentration
measurement possible interference

Condensation or adso- hrs
rption in dessicator,
liquid scintillation
counter.

Babbler collection, hrs
liquid scintillation
counter.

Proportional counter, min
with anticoincidence
gaurd rings.

Condensation and min
plastic scintillation
counter.

Continuous bubbler, min
liquid scintillator
flow cell.

Air/Water exchanger, min
plastic scintillator
flow cell.

No

No

yes

yea

yes

yes

Good

Good

0.01 -0.1 fci/cm3 18,19,52,
77.

0.2 -2 fci/cm» 41,65.

Fairly good 1-100 fci/cm3

Good

Good

Good

0.01 pci/cm3

0.1 pci/cm'

11,43.

58,70,72.

48,49.

0.3 -1 pci/cm3 47,74.
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Condensation and min
Anthracene flow cell.

Direct air flow, min
plastic scintillator
flow cell.

Gamma compensated flow min
through ionization
chamber.

Membrane separation, min
gamma compensated
ionization chamber.

Moisture trap, flow min
through ionization
chamber.

Membrane separation, min
proportional counter.

Direct air flow, min
proportional counter.

Direct air flow, min
CaFa (Eu) detector.

Tabla-2 I Continuation)

yes Good 0.5 pci/cm*

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

No

Mo

1 -3 pci/cm3

1 -10 pci/cm3

fairly good 1 -10 pci/cm'

fairly good 2 pci/cm*

fairly good 5 pci/cm*

No 20 pci/cn>3

13,35.

47

22
59

9 ,

, 6 3

, 4 4

2 0 ,

. 7 6

. 4 5

3 3 .

4,59.

2,17.

10.

50 -150 pci/cm3 6,66.
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